
Orchid Technology is a leading independent provider of trading solutions in Japan.

MarketChart software is available as a web-based ActiveX control. 

MarketChart server can support data sourced from information vendors such as Reuters, Jiji Press, 
or from broker feeds, or in-house data sources.

Contact Orchid Technology KK for more information on MarketChart:   
Tel:        +81 (0) 3 3560 1585         email: sales@ortech.co.jp
Websites: http://orchidtechnology.com http://jigsawmobile.com

MarketChart

MarketChart is a sophisticated charting solution providing a comprehensive set of 
features for all your trading needs. This lightweight application runs inside IE browser, 
and can plot every tick from your data feed. With MarketChart you can provide your 
customers with the latest charting technology as part of your online trading solution.

Innovative - MarketChart’s intuitive design is easy to use and suitable for all levels of experience
Interactive - target cursor, zoom and scroll tools provide detailed information on each point of data
Integrated - charts can be printed, copied into spreadsheets or other documents
In your browser - MarketChart is available as a web-based package suitable for trading product web sites
 



MARKETCHART 

Use target cursor and drawing tools to focus on major price movementsZoom to examine data - each price tick can be captured

Compare multiple currency pairs in single chart

MarketChart key features include:

✦ fully customisable with ability to save styles
✦ powerful drawing and line tools
✦ multiple instruments plotted in single chart
✦ gradient background and transparency
✦ local high and low prices with resistance and support levels
✦ shows all ticks, including multiple ticks per second
✦ flexible positioning for data labels  
✦ copy and print functions
✦ time series data for selected instrument or study 

Chart types:

✦ Line, Bar, Candle, Average Candle
✦ Kagi, Three Line Break, Point and Figure

Technical Studies:

✦ Simple Moving Average, Dual Simple Moving Average
✦ Envelopes, Bollinger Bands, Relative Strength Index 
✦ Moving Average RSI, Stochastics Fast, Stochastics Slow 
✦ Kairi, Kairi ST/MA, MACD System, Momentum 
✦ Rate of Change, Williams %R, Psychological Line
✦ Parabolic Price/Time, Pivot Point 
✦ Rank Correlation Index Spearman
✦ Tom DeMark Range Expansion Index
✦ Ichimoku Kinko Hyo, Directional Movement Index Wilder
✦ Local High/Low, Average Directional Index
✦ Historical Volatility, Coppock Indicator, Ultimate Oscillator 
✦ Keltner Channel, Aroon Up/Down Indicator, Aroon Oscillator

Tools:

✦ Fibonacci Arcs, Fibonacci Fans
✦ Fibonacci Retracement, Fibonacci Time Zones
✦ Trend Channel, Vertical Line
✦ Stop Line, Trend Line
✦ Arc, Ellipse, Circle, Rectangle
✦ Text, Gann Line

MarketChart gives you the tools to monitor and analyse essential market movements for your selected instruments

All proprietary and intellectual property rights related to MarketChart are owned by Orchid Technology K.K.

MarketChart combines ease of use with sophisticated charting tools, all inside a web browser. 

Select instrument or study and display table of time series data
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